
TJ 4200 Wagon Organizer 2023
Gorilla Carts Heavy-Duty Poly Yard Cart — 1500-Lb. Capacity, Model# 

GOR10-16

Google search the best company for your location and purchase this
cart wagon and then attach the organizer kit to it…



Mobility and everything has a 
place!



Wood wedge used to hold 
jacks solid…



Drilling 3 of the 6 - 3/8” holes to 
attach the 2- angles to the sides…





Attach wood screws into 
plastic boards to secure 
to the wagon as shown 
here. 6 on this side and 
6 on the opposite side.



Four lift feet secured in the 
rubber bump stop assembly here 
at the back of the angled wagon 
barrel 



Wood wedge to secure 
the jacks 



Three boards are fastened from 
the outside at the ends with two 
screws in each end.

Board with rubber bump stops is 
installed 1 ¾” from the angled 
back of the wagon.



Install Plastic bump and lock 
board 1 ¾” from angled back 
of the barrel 



1 ½” gap provides the necessary 
room for the jack foot plates 
and the wood wedge.

At the front of the barrel. 





Ratchet holster can be installed on either side.

Note ½” drive Ratchet not included with the TJ 4200- we 
recommend you use a 10” - 12” ratchet handle length – 100 
foot pounds delivers 10,000 lbs of clamping force if you 
screw and nut assembly are clean and free of dirt and 
debre.



Ratchet holster can be 
installed on either side.



Pictures for installation 
perspective



Insert jacks at the front of the 
wagon and use the wood 
wedge to secure them 





Showing the full 
equipment on the wagon.





Fully assembled organizer-

Drilling, bolting and screwing the
super structure to the wagon-

A 3/8” drill bit for the Aluminum 
angle frames to the side- 3 per side

An 1/8” drill bit and a torx head 
driver for the bottom plastic 
runners- two screws per side of the 
3- Plastic board holsters- 6 per side

2- 9/16” end wrenches or 
adjustable crescent wrenches also 
needed.



8- Clips to hold shovel, rake, Hoe and 
digging bar.



Un boxing your organizer

3- plastic boards 12- wood screws
1- wood wedge 6- 3/8” nuts, bolts x 2” and fender washers to attach the 2- aluminum angles 
4- Large pack racks 1- 3/8” x 1” bolt and nut for the ratchet holster
8- Yellow tool clips

Any questions of concerns- please call Elite Products & Services LLC  660-605-0259, 
Michael@totaleps.com

mailto:Michael@totaleps.com
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